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Abstract. In the midst of our pandemic, when we are up

to our necks in a torrent of news, opinion and speculation,

it is important to step back from our personal interests in

SARS-CoV-2 to consider the broader biological and social

evolutionary context of what we are experiencing.

First, we are not unique – many other organisms are also

currently experiencing pandemics for which humans are at least

partly responsible – rabbits, pigs, frogs, chestnut and other trees,

and even bats1–7. Disease outbreaks in human populations are

manifest simultaneously as biological, geopolitical, sociocultural

and ecological evolutionary events. They have been shaped in

part by the evolution of opportunities for disease transmission

offered by our transformation from nomadic hunter-gatherers to

urbanised world travellers.

It is important to remember that evolution is a journey without a

destination or a goal – it is a consequence, not a response. In a

world of unfathomably complex and interdependent ecosystems,

the random chance of mutations and the vast complexity of

interindividual interactions across and between species shape

the probability that individuals and their social groupings will fail

or succeed.

For social organisms, the viability of the complex emergent

phenomenon of community is driven by the genetically driven

behaviours of its members8,9. Human evolution, biological and

cultural, is further complicated by our talents for overriding the

effects of genes and learning novel behaviours. Most commonly,

and in the absence of calamity, the social evolution of humans

plays out over long time frames. For those interested in exploring

these issues more broadly, I suggest the following

references10–13.

So, how is this pandemic an evolutionary event? Coronaviruses

evolve. The replication of viruses is an imperfect process and a

random array of new variants emerge. Most new forms will be

mutant duds and incapable of using any animal as a host.

Occasionally, either in their original host and/or perhaps facili-

tated by recombination with viruses of or in another host,

infected cells produce genetic variants that are more virulent.

Once in a while, a successful new variant coronavirus will latch on

to a human cell, subvert its molecular machinery to replicate

itself repeatedly, make us cough and sneeze through a runny,

snotty, virus-laden nose to spread their countless viral offspring

to other humans, disrupt our organ function and physiology in

novel ways, and perhaps kill some of us.

Early research suggested that SARS-CoV-2 was transferred from

bats to pangolins (a low likelihood event in a human-free world

but plausible in an environment of exotic culinary tastes), and

perhaps evolved further in their new host before infecting

humans14. If so, this was a journey to human parasitism via an

intermediate animal host similar to several other bat-derived viral

infections: Hendra (horses), severe acute respiratory syndrome –

SARS (palm civet cats) and Middle East respiratory syndrome –

MERS (camels). Further molecular analyses indicate that SARS-

CoV-2 emerged unnoticed in horseshoe bats about 40–70 years

ago, and either passed via the pangolin, or jumped directly to

humans15,16.

However, we are not passive in this relationship. While for

pathogenic viruses we are simply a prospective substrate for

reproduction, the challenges posed by parasites over countless

millions of years has induced the consequence of the evolution

of the attributes that comprise immune systems. Those that were

more successful in sustaining their respective roles of host and

parasites are our ancestors and those of our parasites.

Leaving aside our individual acquired personal susceptibilities, it

is simply chance whether or not our genes render us non-

susceptible or provide us with an immune system that might

protect us when we meet a particular novel parasite. Sickle cell

and similar diseases are examples of defences that emerged as
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random mutations that, although causing some morbidity and

mortality, offer resistance to a parasite (malaria). These genes

persisted in places where malaria is a risk because they have

found a place of delicate balance in the probabilities of survival

that characterises the evolution of a group of individuals17. There

is of course no predicting the characteristics of the future novel

parasites that jump from other species. We may all have attri-

butes waiting to be exploited by an organism with the means to

turn our trait into an opportunity18,19.

Contemporaneous records show that outbreaks of novel para-

sites have on occasions killed a huge proportion of human

populations – over 50% mortality in some naïve communities20.

Indeed, an epidemic in 1616–19 killed perhaps 90% of the native

Americans of coastal Massachusetts who might have resisted the

Pilgrims when they landed at Plymouth Rock in 162021,22.

Evolution can be rapid when selective mortality is very high: the

genetics of a population of New Guinea highlanders who en-

gaged in the mortuary ritual of endocannibalism was changed

very significantly by the deaths of those who were genetically

susceptible to Kuru, a transmissible prion disease related to

Creutzfeldt Jacob disease (CJD)23.

We do learn behaviours (cultural evolution) that reduce risk: not

eating raw pigs (or polar bears or walruses!) because they may

carry Trichinosis; cultural sanctions against eating sick marmots

(in which plague bacteria – Yersinia pestis – are endemic) that

are ignored at individual peril; and the public health measures of

quarantine, masks and isolation24.

An outbreak of a species-jumping illness in a small and isolated

community may burn out without spreading beyond the confines

of that population. If numerous enough, the less susceptible or

more robust survivors can endow their successors with genes

that offer a diminished vulnerability to that disease.

The evolution of human culture – the increasing complexity of

technology and farming, of travel and trading practices, and of

our networks of larger settlements – created opportunities for a

range of new microparasites.

Descriptions of smallpox and measles did not appear in literature

prior to a few thousand years ago25. Measles outbreaks stopped

depending on the parasite jumping repeatedly from another

species and became endemic in humans only after our commu-

nity size reached a minimum of perhaps 100 000. As confirma-

tion, a recent study of the genetic clock of measles found that its

antecedent rinderpest, a disease of cattle, became a separate

endemic disease of humans about 2600 years ago26. Our short

and meaningful relationship with smallpox seems to have been a

far more complicated tale of mummies, Vikings and mutations27.

In 1492 Columbus, and the Spaniards who followed him, intro-

duced smallpox and measles to the Americas. Having been

isolated from the rest of the world for tens of thousands

of years, before pandemics became possible, the indigenous

populations were genetically naïve and died in droves from what

were for them novel illnesses. Weakened, or even deconstructed,

their civilisations were easily overwhelmed by small numbers of

Spanish and Portuguese soldiers, and subsequently by northern

Europeans. Other pandemic or epidemic diseases still require

intermediate hosts that may be facilitated by human behaviour.

It was not until the development of extensive trade – along the

Silk Road, across the Black Sea and throughout the Mediterra-

nean – that humans were able to accelerate the spread of plague

in our cohabiting and hitch-hiking fellow-traveller black rats and

their fleas. Multiple outbreaks over many centuries killed over

one-third of the population of Europe and shaped human social,

cultural and political evolution13,20.

Plague arrived in North America and Australia28 around the end

of the 19th century only because the invention of fast steam ships

allowed its importation from China. In North America it caused

short-lived epidemics and became endemic in native burrowing

rodents with some help from ranchers seeking to control

gophers. When my family and I arrived in Townsville in 1978,

a new concrete slab on ground still required a 600 mm deep

ratwall around the edge to exclude burrowing rodents. A friend

and I shared ownership of a ratwall shovel!

African slaves imported to the Caribbean to grow sugar brought

with them Yellow Fever and its vector mosquito Aedes aegypti.

Together, Yellow Fever, to which Europeans were genetically

naive, and rebellious slaves, who were resistant because they had

evolved with the virus, eventually erased Napoleon’s hopes for

empire in the Americas. Subsequently, Napoleon’s invasion of

Russia was thwarted in large part by epidemics of Shigellosis and

Typhus13.

Massive human mortality from recurring epidemics of micropar-

asites only subsided with scientific understanding of diseases,

their life cycles and their transmission, followed by effective

public health measures and vaccination. A simple graph

(Figure 1) shows how mortality in New York City from a wide

range of microparasites has declined over the past ~217 years29.

Notably, the peak of mortality in the 1918–19 global influenza

pandemic was lower than in any year of the 19th century.
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Where does all that leave us? SARS-CoV-2 is simply the latest of a

stream of organisms that have chanced upon the means to take

advantage of the molecular structure and function of our cells,

our behaviour and/or our social organisation, and spread through

our population.

Our biological and cultural evolution in a minimally changing

environment generally unfolds so slowly as to be imperceptible in

one lifespan.However, amajor event that eliminates a subset of the

population, disrupts the complex systems onwhich we all depend,

unsettles our entrenched social order and exposes our failingsmay

induce dramatic changes that are apparent in real time.

Two hundred and fifty years ago, SARS-CoV-2 would have been

yet another evolutionary upheaval; those most vulnerable

would die, and the genetic mix of the population as a whole

would have moved on after it had swept around the world,

perhaps eventually becoming another endemic disease. Over

those 250 years, our world has changed a great deal. While for

now we rely on traditional behavioural measures, it seems

highly likely that science and the power and ingenuity of

modern technology will eventually provide means for prevent-

ing and treating SARS-CoV-2.

Our communities have become far more complex30. This pan-

demic is exposing the extent of inequalities in social and health

outcomes around the world. It will take some time for the

consequences of the disruption of our social, political, economic

and healthcare systems to play out; so far, there has been little

discussion about remedial measures.

Pandemics also remind us of the reality that, while all lives are

enmeshed in the biology of the natural world, too few of us

consider the complexity of the consequences for the global

environment in our pursuit of short-term personal gain31. In a

destabilised world we all face an increasing risk of new micro-

parasitic threats32,33. Sooner or later, another pandemic, perhaps

promoted by global climate change, will emerge from the vast

panoply of parasites circulating on our planet and, like SARS-

CoV-2, it will be different from anything we have met before.

A basic requirement for life, and perhaps even intrinsic to its

definition, is the unbroken sequence of its success34. On our

unpredictably everchanging planet, this is only sustainable as an

evolutionary process by which instability produces a collection of

novel opportunities to be tested by probability and chance. The

success of SARS-CoV-2, and its disruption of our lives, our

Figure 1. The conquest of pestilence in New York City (New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene28).
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cultures, our communities and our genomes, are simply mani-

festations of the benefits of mutability for the necessity of

evolution of life on earth35.
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Answers to Quiz on page 191:

(1) Neisseria

(2) Streptococcus

(3) Treponema denticola

(4) Lactobacillus

(5) Porphyromonas gingivalis
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